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REMOTE CONTROL
For faster and easy response to problems
which may occur in PERPETUAL, an

integrated remote control system is added to
SPACEBULL softwere. Thanks to this system,
Celikel Techinal Team can solve the problems

which user can't solve himsell

LED
LIGHTINGS
The lighting system which is placed on
different places of the machine will provide
convenience to user by lighting the area where
the machine works.

EASY USE
We desinged the controllers in the most
sufficent and easy way for an operator to
control. Your operators will not have any
difficulties and make an extra effort to operate.

AUTOMATIC LOADING
SYSTEM
The feeding unit of PERPETUAL controlled by
SPACEBULL automation system automatically
carries the products to pack up.
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STAINLESS
DOSING SYSTEM
The areas which touch to the
packet products are covered in
chrome. This feature is added by
consedering that products may
harm parts of the machine.

ULTRA SENSITIVE
SENSORS
We prefer The Ultra sensitive Sensors which is the eye of
PERPETUAL to receive the most product without losing
anv time.-
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CHASIS
Considering the PERPETUAL's working
conditions we offer the user a chassis

structure strong enough to not let you

down.
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WARNING
LIGHTS
Perpetual is designed
with light and alarm
system to warn You in
any every conditions.

FOOT CONTROL
PANEL
As CELIKEL Engineers,
we aim to get the
most efficiency from
PERPETUAL Packing
Concept. We provide
a single foot pedal

for operator who is

working in vacuum
packing, pressing and
glurng process.

PRESSING
SYSTEM
PERPETUALS process of packing

ends with pressing the product by
closing it after carryrng the products
prepared by mixer to band to take
products into dosing system where
the products are taken into packet
by vacuuming the air out. Because
process of pressing is a factor which
affects the shelf life of the product, it
is aimed to be perfect by using two
strong pneumatical pistons



STRONG PACKAGE
PACKING
HOLDER
Thanks to Strong Packing
Holder which is the under the
drain cover is able to packing
in every size without any
manpower.

CONVEYOR
Although The PERPETUAL
is a semi-automatic machine
which needs no manpower
except instaliing the
filling chamber of plastic
packaginq mouth opening
and manual correction of the
bag mouth during mouth
off. The conveyor has a big
role to make this process

so simplistic.The conveyor
enabling the product to
be packaged to move on a
horizontal plane to minimize
the need for manpower.
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BUNKER
MIXTURE
AUGER
Our aim is to set a flawless
standard and in PERPETUAL.
We build a BUNKER lvllXlNG
SCREW to prevent anything
to stuck on the way thus we
decreased the error rate to
zero.

COMPRESSORS
PERPETUAL Packing
Concept provides all of the
hydraulic movement through
pneumatic pistons. These
movements are gaining the
power needed to ensure that
we place on the machlne
thanks to the compressor.
This also serves as another
opt on while cleaning the
mach ne.

LOW POWER
CONSUMPTION
We pay the most attention
to ensure high profitability
and Low Power Consumption
while designing the
PERPETUAL. We run
SPACEBULL a compact
form to make it to the
machine w th the lowest
power consumpt on ano
mechanization software.

FAST SEAL
SYSTEM

Our aim is to keep
packaged product fresh as
long as possible and with
PERPETUAL, FAST SEAL
rapid welding system on
PERPETUAL will prevent
exposure to external factorS
by switching off the mouth of
the bag with a perfect way.
AIso you wil be able to easi y
determine the temperature of
the pack during the c osure
process that is required by
the state of the ambient
temperature from the control
panel.

FAN COOLING
SYSTEM
The weather conditions
for the operation of the
PERPETUAL do not need to
be under a certain degree or
above thanks to Fan Cooling
System in the PLC system
DOaro.
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Machine and Equipment Co., Ltd.

. Corn

. Maize Silage

. Beet Pulp

. Vetch Silage

. Roughage

. Pellets

. Potato Pulp

. Fertilizer

. Fruit

. Olive

. Grape

. Wheat

. Barley

. Grean

. Grain Futures

. Vegetable Waste Materials
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CELIKEL

Electricity Requirement

Air Requirement

Vacuum Power

Favorable Grammage

Grammage Range

Goods Feedlng System

Capacity
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380V

6 BAR

1.1KW

+/- 150 GR

25-50KG
Automatich Bunker Band

4.5 TON/HR (25KG) 9 TONIHR (5oKG)
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